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"The written word endures ... " VOLUME 51 
Call me -
anyJany 
time ... 
by Andrea Wllkln1on 
If you've n.oticed a strange 
ringing in your ears this past 
wrek, chances are it's coming 
from UMD's newly-installed 
telephone system. 
"Northwestern Bell notified 
us about a year ago that they 
would no longer be manufac-
L uri ng the kind of system we 
had, or replacement parts for 
it," said Robert Bridges, vice 
provost for business affairs. 
''We knew 'we had to do 
something." 
Tht' choices were limited-
r i1her install a costly private 
system or go with the latest 
Northwestern Bell innova-
rion . With its financial belt 
J lrt>ady tightened to the last 
notch, the administration 
opted for the lauer. 
ThC' computerized "Dimen-
,; io n " s yst e m, installed 
1 hroughout th e campus 
during winter break, is an 
amalgam oi beeps, buzzes, 
tones and codes. In various 
combinations, these reflect a 
long list of sewices, many of 
which were unavailable 
through the previous system. 
Although the added aurac-
t ion s are designed for 
convenience, learning to use 
them has led to at . least mild 
("Onsternation on some parts of 
the campus. 
" A 11 these features can be used, 
b11t they can also be misused," 
said Robert Lehman, 
pr i n (' i pa I e n gin e er i n g 
a:,sistant, who oversaw the 
,;vstem 's installation. "Some 
people just don't realize that a 
num her of these features are 
automatic, and they forget to 
caned them ." 
Ht> cited an incident involving 
:.i secretary, her boss and the 
''call forwarding" feature, 
which automatically transfers 
incoming calls from one 
Committee 
considers 
fee · .· 
requests 
by Katie Pomroy 
Is the $53.50 students paid in 
individual service fee this year 
going to increase next year? 
extt>nsion to another. 
When the boss prepared to 
leave his office, he pushed the 
appropriate code to have his 
calls forwarded to his 
secretary's phone. After he 
returned, the secretary 
planned to leave her office, so 
:,he punched in the code to 
havt' HER calls forwarded to 
hi:, µhone. 
When neither command was 
canceled, the boss and his 
secretary found they couldn't 
call each other: When the boss 
trit>d to call his secretary, his 
r.-tlh were forwarded to his 
own line, and his secretary had 
t ht> same 'circular-type' 
problem . 
~uch minor chaos is expected 
to disappear as time passes, 
Lehman said. 
Temporary confusion aside, 
however, the "Dimension" 
system will save the university 
Are UMD organizations able 
to justify their monetary 
requests from the student 
service fee for this summer and 
the next academic year? 
These are questions currently 
under investigation by the 
Student Services Fee Advisory 
Committee (SSFAC), which 
met Tuesday night to begin 
examination of organization -
al requests from the infamous 
service fee source. 
Seven committee members 
were present at the meeting, 
including Vice President of 
Academic Affairs for Student 
Association (SA) Peter Soulen, 
whose members~ip was 
recently under question. 
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a greac deal of money in the 
long run, Bridges said. 
Installation costs will be 
spread over a 10-year period, 
after which UMD's monthly 
phone bill will drop from 
nearly $18,000 to an estimated 
SI 0,600. 
Until then, overall costs will 
be only slightly less than 
under the old system, but 
savings for individual 
departments will be substan-
tial even now , Bridges 
said. 
Departments had previously 
been charged for such features 
as hold buttons and lights to 
indicate when they were in 
use. The features will remain, 
but the lights and the cost will 
be gone, according to Bridges. 
Ot'partments can further trim 
costs by eliminating features 
they don't need, an option 
made even more attractive by 
the fact that university 
personnel can make the 
According to SSF AC Chair 
John Dettmann, it was Soulen 
himself who pointed out that 
his involvement in SA issues 
of the committee may be 
inappropriate. Dettmann 
explained, "We have a general 
list of guidelines which we 
have been very aware of, 
including the poinL that 
organizations receiving 
funding from the student 
service fee should not be 
directly involved in th e 
committee action that accepts 
or rejects that organization 's 
financial request." 
"For this reason, we (the 
SSF AC) agreed to exclude 
Soulen's vote in SA affairs. But 
Soulen was most interested in 
change~ without the help of 
Ma Bell's workmen, Bridges 
said. 
And university personnel 
won't have to make an end-to-
cnd sweep of the campus to 
make those changes. Where 
the old system required bulky 
mechanical "booster" 
equipment in nearly every 
building on campus, 
"Dimension" has only two 
boosters-one in Griggs Hall, 
the other in the Humanities 
Building-in addition to the 
main equipment in the Math-
Geology Building, Lehman 
said . 
Dtspi te the economics of the 
new system, it is a mixed 
blessing for Audrey Clarke, 
who has seen the rise and fall 
of two phone systems in her 16 
years as UMD's switchboard 
operator. 
" It 's a faster system and it can 
do more," Clarke said, "but 
the committee last year and 
has experience that is valuable 
to our committee, so he 
remains an intact committee 
member," said Dettmann. 
Greg Appelhof, Freshman 
Class President, also serves on 
the SSF AC but since his 
organization receives np 
support from the student 
service fee, his participation is 
unlimited. 
Action taken at Tuesday's 
meeting includes the 
following ·. 
• agreement of meeting 
schedule for the next month: 
the SSFAC will meet each 
Tuesday at 5 p.m., and if 
additional meetings are 
I'm losing communica tion 
with my people." 
The reference is to those 
people who make use of the 
university's direct outside line 
to the Twin Cities area. An 
average of 300 calls daily used 
to filter through her 
switchboard, Clarke said, but 
that line is now on a direct-
dial system. 
"Before, when I was putting 
your calls through I could 
converse with you," she said. 
" Now I've lost that." 
But without those calls, 
Clarke said she now has more 
time to spend with incoming 
(alls seeking information 
about the university or, at 
least lately, seeking help with 
the new phone system. 
" I try to help people as much 
as I can," Clarke said. "But I 
a lways tell them, 'When in 
doubt, read the instructions'." 
deemed necessary, they will be 
held on Wednesday mornings 
at 8 a.m. 
• consideration of guidelines 
for SSF AC action as defined by 
Bruce Gildseth, Vice Provost 
of Student Affairs and Greg 
Fox, Assistant Vice Provost for 
Academic Administration and 
Director of CEE and Summer 
Sessions 
• reviewal of UMD organiza-
tion written requests for this 
coming summer session and 
next academic year. 
The meeting adjourned after 
one hour and fifteen minutes 
of deliberation. They will 
meet again next Tuesday to 
continue investigations. 
news_ 
forU·'s 
Bulldogs on 
wheels as Flyers 
hit the deck 
An early event of this International 
Year of the Handicapped will be a game 
of Wheelchair Basketball at the UMD 
Gymnasium on Friday, January 16 at 
7:30 p.m. between the Courage Twin 
Ports Flyers and the Bulldog Football 
Team. 
The game, sponsored by the Duluth 
Public Library and UMD Rec Sports, 
has advance ticket prices of $1 for 
students and $2 for non-students, with 
door prices of $2 for students and $3 for 
non-students. 
The Flyers will provide wheelchairs for 
the Bulldog players, so that the entire 
game will be played on wheels rather 
than on foot. Proceeds will be used for 
the Duluth Public Library access 
Resource Center and the Courage 
Center's Wheelchair Athletic Program. 
Tickets may be purchased at UMD or at 
any of the Duluth Public Library's 
branches. 
Activities Fair 
Ba11oons, health foods, music, magic 
and more can only mean one thing. 
Another Activities Fair in the Kirby 
Ballroom. 
Next Wednesday, January 14th from 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m. the Kirby Ballroom comes 
alive with the sights and sounds of 
wim~r activities in Duluth. What is 
there to do during a Duluth winter? 
PLENTY!! 
Local merchants, campus offices, 
student organizations and more will be 
on hand to give you some ideas. Stop in 
and check it out. Next Wednesday from 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
MPIRG notes 
Students who have paid the MPIRG fee 
with their tuition and seek a refund may 
receive it from the MPIRG office, Kl0l, 
next week. The dates are: Mon, Jan. 12; 
Wed, Jan. 1_4; and Fri, Jan. 16. 
MPIRG'.s Nuclear Task Force will meet 
TODAY at 3 p.m. in the MPIRG office. 
All interested persons are welcome to 
attend. 
Be the first kid 
in your bowl 
"This First Lady was the first and only 
one to be the wife of one president and 
the mother of another. Who was she?" 
"For 10 points, which Greek god is 
attributed with giving fire to mortals?" 
The answers to these and other 
questions will be found in the annual 
College Bowl competition held in the 
Kirby Student Center from January 20-
24. 
This academic "Super Bowl" will pit 
teams against each other in a battle of 
the intellects. The Kirby Program is 
again sponsoring the event and is 
looking for entry forms from 9 teams. 
Teams can be student organizations, 
academic departments, dorm sections 
or any group of 5 students ( 4 players and 
one alternate) to sign up as a team. 
The entry fee is $5 per team. The entry 
form and the $5 fee must be submitted to 
Sandy Allen in the Activities Center no 
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later than Friday, January 16. 
Applications for the tournament will be 
accepted on a first come, first serve 
basis, so only the first 9 teams will be 
guaranteed a spot. 
What's in it for your team? First prize 
will be $50 plus an expense paid trip to 
compete in the regional competition in 
February. Plus, the opportunity to play 
a faculty team in an exhibition game. 
That's right! On Tuesday, January 20, 
the CLS faculty will challenge 4 
members of the SBE faculty. The game 
will take place at noon in the Kirby 
Lounge. The winner of the faculty 
showdown will face the winner of the 
student competition on Friday, January 
24. 
Check your mailbox for more details or 
see Gary Kelly or Beth Johnson from 
KPB. Join in on the fun 11 
Women's course 
offered 
A course on "Women and Social 
Policy" will be offered this winter by 
UMD's School of Social Development 
and the University's Continuing 
Education and Extension, Duluth 
~enter (CEE). 
The three-credit course will examine 
women's issues such as day care, rape, 
employment, education and abortion 
and will emphasize the impact of 
existing social policies on women. 
The course will also analyze 
organizational and planning strategies 
as a means to pass legislation and will 
seek to develop policies and programs 
to meet women's needs. 
The instructor for the course, which 
will meet from 6-9 p.m. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays in UMD's Math-Geology 
238, is Susanna Frenkel, who specializes 
in social change and feminist studies. 
Tuition for "Women and Social 
Policy" (SW 5270) is $79 . 80 
Registration materials and more 
information is available from the CEE 
office, 403 Administration Building, 
or by calling 726-8113. 
Dance audition 
Got the Waning Winter Blues? 
Dance the Night away and the Day and 
the Weekend, tool 
Auditions for UMD Dance Theatre 
Spring Concert-January 12 and 13, 
7:00 p.m. on MPAC stage. Wear tights 
and leotards or loose comfortable 
clothing. Open to ALL interested 
students-for more information call 
726-8562 or 726-8779. 
CEE offers 
seminar/tour 
Sponsored by the Continuing 
Education and Extension (CEE) office 
at UMD, the seminar will include tours 
of national and multinational 
corporations, New York stock 
exchanges, World Bank, United 
Nations, Federal Reserve Bank, Mint 
and the Mercantile Exchange. In 
addition, participants may take on their 
own tours such as the Smithsonian 
Institute in Washington. 
Participants also will have an 
opportunity to visit with Minnesota's 
U.S. senators al the nation's Capitol. 
Hyung K. Kim, associate dean of the 
School of Business and Economics 
(SBE) at UMD, will be the instructor 
and group leader of the trip. 
The trip includes round-trip air fare 
from Duluth, seven nights lodging in 
both cities, the educational 
opportunities, tours and three SBE 
college credits. 
G'bye Hank 
Henry Koivisto, 65, the man "with the 
Z numbers," retired Jan. 2 after 31½ 
years of service at UMD. 
"Hank," as he is known around 
- campus, has kept track of 25,000 pieces 
9£ equipment-from microscopes to 
desks to typewriters-during his tenure 
as a property accounting specialist. 
It has been his task to attach "Z 
numbers" to each piece of new 
equipment, a system which now has 
become computerized as part of the 
total University system. 
Koivisto served 19 years as a member of 
the Department of Plant Services before 
taking charge of equipment 
inventories. 
Another assignment has been to fit the 
uniforms for hundreds of male and 
female Air Force ROTC cadets. Because 
of their appreciation and affection, the 
students have named one of the rooms 
in the ROTC building the "Henry 
Koivisto Lounge." They climaxed 
their recognition of his services to them 
with a full-dress "march in review" at 
7: 15 a.m. Tuesday, January 6, at the 
Physical Education Building. 
" I think the ROTC students here are all 
first-class kids," Koi vis to says. "In fact , 
my total experience at UMD has been 
very rewarding. I never have felt that I 
did not want to come to work." 
Hank and his wife, Katherine, plan to 
stay in Duluth. They will do some 
traveling early in 1981, including a trip 
Washington, D.C. and New York City 
will serve as classrooms for persons 
participating in a business and finance 
week-long seminar/ tour of these two 
eastern cities from Feb. 28 to Mar. 7. 
Cost of the trip is $1635 . Interested 
persons are encouraged to register early 
because enrollment is limited to 20. A 
charge of $50 must be included with 
registration and $250 is due by Jan. 16. 
The balance of payment is due Feb. 20. 
For information, contact Terry 
Anderson, program coordinator, 726-
8113. 
Lighten up! 
Weight Control program begins on 
Tuesday, January 13th at 4 p.m. The 
quarterly Weight Control program 
holds its organizational meeting at the 
UMD Health Service. All students are 
welcome to participate. It only costs 
your time and personal commitment. If 
you have any questions, please call 726-
8155. See you there. 
Need moneyJ 
The 1981-82 Family Financial 
Statemen.1 is available beginning 
January 5, 1981 at Windows 6 & 7 ofthe 
Financial Aids Office. By completing 
the FFS, you can apply for the Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grant 
(BEOG), the Minnesota State 
Scholarship and Grant-in-Aid program 
and ALL programs administered by the 
UMD Financial Aids Office. 
The FFS must be submitted by March l, 
1981 for you to be considered an on-time 
applicant. Be aware of this date-funds 
are limited! 
Rec tourneys 
• sign-up 
Sign-up for Rec tourneys will be held in 
the Kirby Games Room beginning 
Monday, Jan. 12 and continuing 
throughout the week. The games are 
slated for Jan. 17-25. Specific details 
will be available at the time of sign-up. 
The event is sponsored by the Kirby 
Program Board. 
Henry Koivisto 
to Arizona to visit a daughter and two 
grandchildren. A son and five 
grandchildren live in Duluth. 
Koivisto expects Katherine will get used 
to having him around the house. 'Tm 
burning wood so I have to cut it and 
split it. If the wife gets made at me, I can 
go out and grab a log and split it. It's a . 
good way to get out frustrations ." 
After service in the Merchant Marine in 
World War II, Koivisto served a number 
of years as a wheelsman on Great Lakes 
vessels. The Koivistos also ran a 
restaurant in Duluth for six years before 
coming to UMD where, he says, 
" ... everything has worked out real 
well." 
Seminars/Lectures 
Med School 
"The Medical Consequences of 
Radioactive Waste Storage" is the 
subject of a seminar to be presented on 
Wednesday, Jan. 14, in Room 130of the 
Med School. The talk is presented by 
Physicians•for Social Responsibility, a 
nationwide non-profit organization. 
The seminar is scheduled from 12-1 
p.m. and all interested persons may 
attend. 
Geology 
This week's geology seminar features 
Dick Ojakangas and Charlie Matsch of 
the UMD geology department in a talk 
entitled, "Ancient Glacial Deposits: 
Upper Precambrian in the Wasatch 
Mountains, Utah; and Upper Paleozoic 
in the Ellsworth Mountains, 
Antartica." The seminar meets 
TODAY at 3:30 in Life Science 175 and 
is open to the public. 
Mathematics 
A seminar, jointly sponsored by the 
departments of biology and 
mathematical sciences, will be 
presented Friday, Jan. 9, at p.m. in 
Life Science 175. Richard F. Green of 
the UMD math department will deliver 
a talk entitled, "Optimal Foraging and 
Sex · Ratio: The Best Strategy is 
Determined by the Marginal Value 
Theorem and the Product Rule." 
Coffee will be served at 2:45 and the 
seminar is open to the public. 
Library 
Today's Library Brown Bag seminar is 
"The Art of Meditation" which features 
a film of Alan Watts speaking on peace 
of mind and body. Bring your bag 
I unch to Library 144 ( the Ii brary 
projection room) at noon and see what 
goes on. 
Women's studies 
Next week's Women's Studies seminar 
features Virginia Katz, assistant 
professor of communications at UMD, 
speaking on "Productive and 
Nonproductive Methods of Commun-
ication." The event is held Mondays at 
noon in Kirby 250. All interested people 
are urged to attend. 
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§ TO: All Congress members and organization 6 
; representatives § - -= = - -§ FROM: J.J. Nelson, UMDSA Chairperson 5 
§ § 
§ SUBJECT: Special Congress Meeting: K250, January 9, § 
§ 1981, Friday, 3:00 p.m. g 
c = 
5 E - = § A representative of the Citizens' group FIGHT opposing an increase § 
§ in the Duluth franchise fee for Minnesota Power will be voicing his g 
g opinion on this matter. This group is collecting signatures on a § 
5 petition to force the Duluth City Council to repeal the $1 million fee 5 
§ or hold a referendum on the Issue for.the upcoming fall election. § 
§ Duluth Mayor John Fedo will be stressing his approval of the City g 
g Council decision concerning the franchise fee. This Issue will 5 
5 greatly effect the UMD student body directly and i~directly. Because j 
5 of the urgency of this matter this meeting will be considered a 
§ mandatory for all congress members; plus I strongly urge that all g 
g organlztlon representatives and other Interested students attend 5 
5 and voice their concerns with questions. 5 
a e 
5 § 
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........ .., Attention Students ........ . 
F .A.C.E. Fellowship and Christian Education 
Begins Thursday, January 8th 
Devotions 6:30 p.m., Kirby 333 
Study Groups 7:00 p.m. 
Topics 
1. Li£ esty le of the Christian, 
2. An approach to Christian Ethical Decision Making, 
3. Relationships and the Christian Values, 
4. Basic Christian Beliefs, 
Where to Register 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
315 W. St. Marie St., 728-4731 
CRA Office: (1st floor Kirby, near Ticket Office) 
9. am - 3 pm weekdavs 
Sunday Morning Worship -
Kirby Rafters, 10:30 am 
"In the face of Christ we behold our own" 
Haines Rd. 
Between Arrowhead 
and MIiier Trvnk Hwy. 
Ph. 722-0884 
Duluth, Mn. 
1IJ11rlils greatest ptz?a: 
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New locks 
secure 
stud.ents 
by Jodi Norrell 
Fall quarter 1979, UMD 
Housing became aware of 
complaints from residents 
concerning the security and 
safety of the M'Ovilla 
apartments. The complaints 
included inadequate doors 
and locks and insufficient 
lighting of the areas outside 
and between Movillas. 
According to Jay Halling, 
Senior Building and Grounds 
Supervisor, measures have 
been taken to improve the 
security of the Movillas. 
"In October of 1979, we put 
slide bolts on all the doors 
throughout the 76 units as a 
precautionary method," 
Halling said. 
Halling explained that slide 
bolts can only be locked from 
the inside and cannot be 
opened with a key. 
"Last summer we put in new 
doors with deadbolts in half of 
the Movillas. We plan to do 
the other half this summer," 
Hallins said. 
"The new d<X>rs are solid and 
have a se1£-locking doorknob 
and a deadbolt lock on the 
outside. These new locks 
prevent students from using 
credit cards to get inside," 
Halling said. 
The reason for installing the 
doors in the summer, HalJing 
explained, is because new 
doors are ordered from Plant 
Services that have to be 
specially cut and painted 
before being installed. The 
new locks are put in and then 
new keys have to be made and 
distributed. 
November 4, l 979~ a city 
ordinance was put into effect 
stating that deadbolt locks be 
placed on exit d<X>rs of all 
rented ot leased rooming 
units. 
According to Carl Kazlow, 
Supervisor of Housing 
Inspection for Duluth, the city 
has no control over UMD 
housing. 
"The University has theirown 
building inspection depart-
ment set up by the state 
legislature," Kazlow said. 
"We weren't required to 
change the doors and locks. 
We just did it because of the 
concern that students 
expressed," Halling said. 
Halling said that both 
Junction and Stadium 
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Apartments have deadbolt 
locks and the new Oakland 
Avenue Apartments will have 
them also. · 
Halling said that Housing is 
also gradually putting in new 
and better lighting in the 
Movilla area. 
"The lights we have now are 
mercury vapor. We're slowly 
putting in sodium vapor 
lights. They are a little more 
expensive but they use less 
voltage, give off four times as 
much light, and last longer," 
Halling said. 
"We're also working with the 
Parking Committee and 
Plant Services electricians to 
get street light poles. T~ey 
would light up the parkmg 
lots and paths between the 
Movillas," Halling said. 
"It's a much slower process 
than what we want it to be," he 
added. 
WILLIE and the BEES 
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Warm up Your Spirits 
THURS. 2 for 1 
FRI. Bottle Beer Night 
SAT. Ladies Night 
statesmaneditorialsEdllo~1lwrlle~RobLevlne, 
Liberation 
Think, for a moment, of the women's movement. In 
the most profound sense, women have improved 
their lot since the days of Susan B. Anthony. 
Women have made marked gains in higher 
education, in careers once held by men-bank 
financial managers, lawyers and judges, physicians, 
accountants, the list goes on. 
But a little studied aspect of the women's movement 
is its effect on the men in America. While women 
have been forming encounter groups, support 
groups, and female coalitions like the National 
Organization for Women, men have foundered in an 
uncanny disability to find new roles. 
While women have sought for themselves 
meaningful lives, our society has placed an ever-
growing burden ·on our men. American men must 
now not only be nien, they must be supermen. 
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Consider the roles a successful American man must 
fill: he must be a capable provider, a tough 
competitor (especially in the business and athletic 
worlds), he must have the male 'mystique.' But, on 
the other hand, he must be tender, loving and gentle; 
he must be a wise father and caring lover. 
In an ideal world those qualities would befit the 
finest of men, but in the real world, they are 
impossible to live up to. And worse, while trying to 
live up to these impossible expectations, a man is apt 
to lose sight of the very things which give his life 
meaning. Expectations for unreal perfection can 
lead to an intensely dissatisfied man, one who finds 
little joy in life. 
The significance is that, in a period of increased 
medical know ledge and care, the gap should be 
closing. The exact opposite, however, is happening: 
the gap between male and female life expectancy is 
growing. 
' be theirs, the majority of men in our society will 
suffer for lack of new identity or want of change. 
If men are to survive the onslaught of women's 
consciousness raising and gender wars, they must 
prepare to do battle; they must begin to stand up for 
their rights. 
It is by no means clear, as it is commonly assumed, 
that women are indeed the 'fairer' (read: weaker) sex. 
Women tend to deal with their feelings and 
emotional problems in healthier ways. That 
perhaps can explain the difference in male and 
female life expectancy in the United States. Women 
born in the 1960s could expect, on the average, to live 
74 years. Men, on the other hand, could expect to live 
only 66.6 years, a difference of nearly eight full years. 
And while women are demanding and being granted 
many of the roles men once had, men are not being 
allowed roles which women have traditionally held. 
Example: In an era of increased divorce (and 
ironically, increased remarriage) women are still 
awarded child custody in 90 percent of all divorce 
proceedings. 
Also, despite female gains towards equal protection 
under the law, they were not, and are not, required to 
register for the draft. 
It is somewhat ironic, but mostly sad, that while a 
few women fight for rights which by justice should 
And while that may sound like a difficult task, it 
doesn't necessarily have to take the same form as the 
women's movement. 
Men must learn to overcome bearing total 
responsibility to financially support their families-
and not feel guilty about it-and leave behind old 
ideas of what the male role should be. They must 
learn to accept the new female role, and force women 
to take not only the benefits of equality, but the 
liabilities as well. 
letbe[f With growing enrollment and Rec Sports ~articipation each year, space 1s at a 
Record 
• review 
forgettable 
I would like to express my 
opinion in reference to the 
article entitled, "This year's 
model, Rock & Roll 80? If 
not for the few, forgettable," 
written by David Ayers in 
the December 18 issue. 
Who is this cat that entitles 
him to rate records like an 
expert? From the looks of 
things, he must have pulled 
them randomly out of a hat 
and classified them how he 
pleased. I am most unhappy 
that he compared The Cars' 
Panorama album to crap. 
Granted, it may not be as 
outstanding as the first two 
albums, but The Cars are a 
popular group and the 
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Panorama album has been 
highly accepted by the 
pub'fic. lam sure that other 
students find Ayers' review 
out of line like I do. 
However, he is entitled to his 
opinion. But for now, crap 
like this should not be 
printed. 
Edward Ledger 
Rec Sports 
needs 
office space 
As concerned stuclents of 
UMD and active participants 
in Recreational Sports at 
UMD, we feel that the need 
for Rec Sports office space in 
the Kirby Student Center 
should be recognized and 
met. 
premium. Space for Rec 
Sports staff, for participa-
tion, and for communica-
tions between Rec Sports and 
the UMD population as a 
whole, having an office in 
the mainstream of UMD 
would help meet many 
needs. It would create more 
room for Rec Sports staff to 
do their jobs and it would 
vastly improve communica-
tions, probably the greatest 
need. Each student pays 
$4.15 each quarter to support 
Rec Sports, many feel they 
get their " money's worth," 
many don 't. If Rec Sports 
had office space in Kirby, 
students who are already 
involved would be able to 
obtain needed information 
more readily instead of 
making the trek to the 
Fieldhouse. Students who are 
not involved, possibly those 
not getting their "money's 
worth," would be able to 
find out what Rec Sports has 
to offer by inquiring rather 
than reading a flyer off the 
wall or floor. 
The Student Rec Sports 
Federation has been 
attempting to fill the last 
possible office space in the 
Kirby Student Center for 
approximately three months 
now. It appears that the 
people in position to make 
the decision are waiting for 
something " better" to come 
along to fill the spot. One 
alternative is a campus 
barber. Who needs it?! 
Instead of creating a need, 
why not meet one that's 
already apparent. 
Sandy Green and 
Steve Pagel 
UMD Students 
Regent rep 
wants input 
To the students of UMD: 
As of January, I will be 
assuming the position of 
Student Representative to the 
Board of Regents. It is my 
duty to express the concerns, 
needs and problems of the 
students of UMD and present 
them to the Board of 
Regents. Subsequently, I'm 
then to relate back the 
decisions of the Regents. 
To justly speak for you, the 
students, I need your input. 
If you have a bitch, let me 
know. If vou have a 
solution, let me know. Stop 
and see me, call me, drop off 
a message; somehow let me 
know what your concerns 
are. 
My office hours are: 10:00-
11 :00 a.m. Monday through 
Friday. If I'm not there, 
please leave a message in my 
mailbox. 
Hope to hear from you! I 
Sincerely, 
Brian A. Majerus 
Student Representative 
to the Board of Regents 
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What's so good about early-in, early-out1 
by Greg Creamer 
Welcome back! Have a nice 
vacation? Good! You say it 
was a little short, though. 
Well ... you're absolutely 
right. For the third 
consecutive year the new 
Christmas vacation schedule 
has proved itself burdensome 
compared to the previous 
schedule. There are those 
who will disagree. So be it. 
The Christmas vacation 
schedule now in operation is 
the result of UMD's change 
to the "early-in, early-out" 
schedule for the academic 
year. This change was 
brought about, as I 
understand, for two basic 
reasons. First, to bring our 
academic schedule into line 
with more of the colleges in 
the state and, secondly, to 
offer students a better 
opportunity to find summer 
employment by ~etting us 
out earlier. 
I must admit, that sounds 
great in theory. I'm not 
sure, however, about the 
theory's practical applica-
tion. Aside from coordinat-
ing our move into the 
summer job market with that 
of other students in the state, 
Letters/from 4 
Just what 
is MPIRGJ 
What is MPIRG? I've heard 
this question quite often 
since I've been here at UMD. 
First of all, MPIRG stands 
for Minnesota Public Interest 
Research Group. We are a 
non-profit, student organiza-
tion which was started in 
1971 to improve society in 
the areas of consumer 
protection, social justice, 
environmental protection 
and governmental effective-
ness. 
So what is MPIRG 's role on 
this campus? Unfortunately, 
not nearly as big as it should 
be. Hemg a student 
organization, MPIRG 
depends on active student 
support and lots of it. 
Admittedly, it's difficult 
setting aside any extra time 
being a student but finding a 
few hours to work towards 
preserving our freedom and 
improving our qualitv of life 
what other purpose does 
aligning our schedule with 
other institutions serve? It 
has been said that during 
those three weeks in 
September when all our 
friends are back in school we 
are so lonely. Everybody 
ready? One, two, three. 
Awwwwwwwww. That's 
three weeks of uninterrupted 
· work, which is why we 
you're working, nothing has 
changed. You're only going 
to see your friends on the 
three basic vacations: 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
and Easter. 
Now to job opportunity. 
True, getting out earlier does 
give certain students a better 
shot at summer work. Those 
students, however, are the 
... "Mama/ did you hear 
that? Glenn Just went 
around the Earth three 
times In two and a half 
hours/" His mother 
replied, -"So what. If 
you've got money, you 
can travel." 
wanted to get out early in 
the first place. 
Another possibility is that 
the new schedule makes our 
vacations compatible with 
those of our friends. Well, if 
should certainly be at the top 
of our priorities. 
Are you conc~rned about 
nuclear power and the very 
real possibility of a federal 
nuclear waste dump in 
Northern Minnesota? If so, 
we have a Nuclear Task 
Force that could sure use 
some more mem hers and 
new ideas. 
Do the unsafe conditions for 
women and the sexual 
assaults on this campus 
upset you? Our Women's 
Safety Task Force is newly 
formed and has a lot of 
energy and ideas but needs 
more people power to 
accomplish things. 
Also in the works is an 
updating of the handbook 
"Women's Health Care in 
the Twin Ports." A lot more 
help and work is needed for 
this. 
Occasionally we work with 
other groups that share our 
goals. Before Christmas 
break we co-sponsored 
"Registration of the Draft 
Awareness Week." 
late starters. The key to 
attaining summer work is, 
indeed, an early start. Early 
start, however, does not refer 
to one or two weeks before 
school ends. It refers to one 
or two months before schools 
Our office can also be 
utilized as a resource for you . 
We have information on 
alternative energy, acid rain, 
the Nestle Boycott, 
tenant/ landlord rights, 
South African divestment, 
transportation,· and a host of 
other subjects. Information 
we don't have we can often 
get. But perhaps you've 
noticed that our office is 
more often than not dark 
and deserted. This again 
stems from the problem of 
there being only a few of us 
actively involved in MPIRG. 
We just don't have the 
people and time to do 
everything we should be 
doiryg. If you have any time 
you can offer (credit can also 
be arranged through 
Students ColJege) stop by the 
office, leave a note on the 
door if no one's there, or 
come to any of our meetings. 
They are always announced 
on the "News For U's" page 
of the Statesman. 
Working with MPIRG has 
been a real learning 
experience for me and it can 
be for you too. 
Ellie Schoenfeld 
Wan.I to let off some steam? 
The ST ATES MAN Viewpoint-page Is a perfect forum for UMD students, faculty 
and staff to reach the campus community with Ideas and messages. More 
importantly, we PAY soe per column Inch for printed opinions. 
Stop by and see us at 118 Kirby Student Center, or drop off a typed, double-
spaced manuscript no more than four pages long. 
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ends (or calling Dad). 
Starting early by making 
numerous applications is 
how success is achieved, not 
by letting school out early. 
The new schedule does create 
an extra vacation. It splits 
up fall quarter break and 
Christmas vacation. Which 
reminds me of a story. 
In the early '60s, Bernie 
Goldstein was listening to 
the radio news and suddenly 
said to his mothers, "Mama I 
Did you hear that? Glenn 
just went around the Earth 
three times in two and a half 
hours!" His mother replied, 
"So what. If you've got 
money, you can travel." 
How true. For many, that 
extra vacation means one 
more chance for sand, sun, 
and a thermos of G and Ts 
or mountains, moguls, and a 
flask of brandy. More power 
to ya. For many others, 
though, it has a very 
different meaning. It means 
no longer having almost a 
full month during the 
combined breaks to work, 
whether here or at home, 
and make some money to 
spe~d on foolish things like 
food, heat, rent, or tuition. It 
now means this money 
comes in more sporadically 
and in lesser quantity. I 
guess it just has to be filed 
away in the drawer labeled 
"Another Learning Experi-
ence." 
One final note. There is no 
doubt that last year was a 
_ banner year for spring in the 
Greater Twm Ports Metro 
Area. The burns on my back 
and in my mind after the 
Smelt Fry (as well as those 
experienced by many 
others ... you know who you 
are) will attest to that. Yet, 
last spring was the 
excepuon. Usually there is 
no spring while fall lasts 
well into September. The 
new schedule now has us in 
class by the first week in 
September. This is quite 
unfortunate. There is Jittle 
argument that autumn in 
northern Minnesota is 
extremely beautiful and 
enjoyable. Its beauty is 
dimmed when viewed 
through double-paned, 
energy saving windows while 
sitting behind a desk. 
Creamer is a communications 
student at UMD. 
Fantasy often 
equal_ of history 
by Karyn E. Reid 
Once upon a time ... as 
children we were lulled to 
sleep by fantasies and fairy 
tales. Through these stories 
we got our first dose of 
history. Many times a thread 
of truth is the basis for 
grande stories of knights in 
shining armor, magicians 
and the fairies after which 
the tales ·were named. We are 
introduced to the past by 
characters who take on a life-
like appearance by the way 
they are presented. With an 
imaginative delivery we are 
told tales that we will 
remember for the rest of our 
lives. Fantasy is not the 
private domain of children, 
for we reach an age when we 
are old enough to start reading 
fairy tales again . 
Not only do these tales 
provide an escape from the 
present world, but they can 
help us look bac½ to learn of 
a previous age. Whether or 
not Maid Marian actually 
existed, the circumstances 
surrounding her life provide 
an account of life at an 
earlier time. 
When we come of school 
age, we are again introduced 
to the past, but this time in 
the form of history lessons. 
Na mes and dates are thrown 
at us to remember and to 
throw back at the teacher 
when asked for. 
As our education progresses 
we learn to see the cause and 
effect of events, but many 
times the events are stiJl 
presented in the same rote 
manner. Kings, Queens, 
Prime Ministers and traitors 
are assigned a few 
characteristic traits but they 
fail to take life. In 
comparison, the characters in 
fairy tales seem more 
realistic, to be the ones that 
really existed. We have lost 
the oral tradition which 
served to keep us in touch 
with our past, as well as 
teach us from previous 
mistakes. 
Sometimes we are iucky 
enough to have a teacher 
who will "create the 
characters as real" through 
the delivery of lectures. By 
studying the lives of peoples 
past, we may gain a greater 
understanding of our history 
and of our present Jives. 
Reid Is a communication 
ma/or/political science minor at 
UMD and a regular contributor 
to the Statesman. 
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congress 
approves 
bargaining 
unit 
members 
by Katie Pomroy 
INCH ART 
APPEARS 
· IN TWEED 
An exhibition of "Inch Art" 
opened Tuesday at the UMD 
Tweed Museum of Art. 
The exhibition, which 
features ,oo works of art by 
over l 00 artists from 
Minnesota, Wisconsin and 
Iowa, reflects a wide variety of 
aesthetic directions dealing 
with a one inch scale format. 
Inch Art features traditional 
art forms such as paintings, 
The December 18 meeting of 
UMD's Student Association 
(SA) Congress convened 
earlier than planned, as 
Duluth Mayor John Fedo 
failed to appear for his 
scheduled appointment to 
speak with them . . 
SA Chair J.J. Nelson 
explained that Fedo hopes the 
congress will support the 
recent Minnesota Power 
franchise fee increase 
currently challenged by the 
group Fighting Inefficient 
Government Hiking Taxes 
(FIGHT). 
If FIGHT succeeds, city 
drawings, prints, photo-
graphy and sculpture, as well 
as more experimental 
approaches to the arts. 
The exhibition, which can be 
viewed at Tweed through Feb. 
I, is curated by Minnesota 
artist Judy Onofrio and is 
designed by Callan Kneale, 
designer for IBM, Rochester. 
The touring exhibition by the 
Rochester Art Center was 
made possible by grants from 
the Dayton-Hudson, Corp., 
and IBM, Rochester; and with 
funds from the Minnesota 
State Arts Board Operations 
Grant, appropriated by the 
Minnesota State Legislature. 
The Tweed Museum is open 
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on 
weekdays and from 2 to 5 p.m. 
on weekends. There is no 
charge for admission. 
Pioneer 
Bar &_ Loung-e 
m 
PIONEER 
BAR 
Ph. (218) ·727-9700 
We're not your average bar. 
~i· 
EAST 
1827 East 
Superior 
Street 
724-6000 
323 W. 1st St. 
f1_~;l?~~Q 
CENTRAL 
24-4 East 
Central, 
Entrance 
727-0227 
FREE DELIVERY 
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT 7:30 pm -11 pm ! 
for 
Channel 7 Cable Monday Night Hockey) 
Jan. 12th MINN. YI. BOSTON J ..... ..,. ................ ~-- ~...,....,....,._..... ..... _.........,...,...~ ............ .....,....,...,.. ; 
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services would be cut down in 
areas of police and fire 
protection, snow removal, and 
other valuable programs. 
Fedo apparently got delayed at 
a previous meeting with St. 
Scholastica students, and 
stood up his appointment 
here. 
According to SA President 
Howie Meyer, the Mayor is 
welcome to speak at SA's next 
meeting, but they have not 
been in touch and the date of 
SA's next meeting is 
uncertain at this time. 
Other business handled at that 
SA . meeting in£1 uded the 
Why _you 
can't quit 
Addiction, rather than the 
prevalent theory of weak will, 
could be the reason why 
millions of cigarette smokers 
can't quit, according to a study 
a team of UM-Minneapolis 
researchers is presently 
conducting. 
In researching the behavior 
patterns of smokers and those 
trying to quit, the four year 
project postulates that 
nicotine can cause addiction 
similar to alcohol and drug 
dependency. 
"We're trying to show it's 
more than a habit," said 
psychiatrist John Hughes. 
" Basically we're at the same 
point that narcotics research-
ers were at in the 1940s. " 
Working under a grant from 
the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse, the research team, J 
besides Hughes includes: 
Terry Pechacek of the 
Laboratory of Physiological 
Hygiene, Dorothy Hatsukami 
of the psychiatry department 
and p·sychologist Roy Pickens, 
all from the Minneapolis 
campus. 
The study focuses on three 
major questions: l) is smoking 
addictive; 2) what drug in 
tobacco makes it addictive; 
and 3) how can smokers best be 
withdrawn from the drug? 
1607 Woodland Ave. 
724-4011 
50% 
approval of the minutes of 
their last meeting, and the 
nomination of three congress 
members to the Collective 
Executive Bargaining 
Committee (CEBC) which 
will, according to Nelson, 
"investigate collective 
bargaining in other states and 
lobby for student voice in 
university government." 
The SA Executive Committee 
is automatically on the CEBC, 
and its members include 
Howie Meyer, J. J. Nelson, 
Mary Dawn-Wright, Peter 
Soulen, and Dave Brown. The 
three congress members 
nominated at the December 18 
Although it has long been 
assumed that nicotine is the 
chief ingredient in tobacco 
that initially hooks smokers, it 
has never been scientifically 
substantiated," Pickens 
reported. "This series of 
studies · will attempt to show 
that link," he said. 
"We're taking a drug abuse 
approach toward the 
problem," clarified Pickens. 
"We're trying to capitalize on 
everything we know about 
drug dependency." 
One indication that smokers 
develop a physical need for 
daily levels of nicotine, 
Pickens said, is found in those 
trying to cut down gradually, 
as they unconsciously begin 
compensating for the decrease. 
If a smoker goes from two 
packs to one pack a day, each 
cigarette may be smoked 
longer, with the smoke held in 
longer. "This seems to show 
that the underlying purpose of 
the habit is to regulate the 
daily level of nicotine," 
Pickens noted. 
Smokers in the study are given 
a nicotine-blocking drug 
while they continue to smoke, 
with results measured by 
whether their bodies react as if 
they had stopped smoking. 
AnoLher phase of the project 
involves administering 
nicotine to smokers to 
recognize whether their desire 
to smoke is satisfied. This is 
monitored by varying the 
amounts of nicotine in 
cigarettes given to the 
volunteers and then observing 
for changes in smoking habits. 
The research could change 
society's attitude toward 
smokers, Hughes said. "One 
of the problems of smokers 
and ex-smokers is that people 
g. 
Hair 
Desig-ners 
off ALL 
REDKEN-RK 
COSMETICS! I 
4 for both men & women 
Hair Care center 
NEXXUS 
products for __ oily hair 
~.-
meeting include Jean 
Bumgardner, Greg Appelhof, 
and Mark Carlson. All three 
were approved. 
The CEBC, according to 
Meyer, has already begun their 
investigations, and will be 
very active in the coming 
months. 
"It's an extremely important 
committee which will start a 
whole new phase of student 
action," Nelson said. 
The request that the CEBC be 
organized was made by the SA 
Rules and Elections Commit-
tee. 
don't understand how much 
distress they're in ... they think 
it's just a silly habit," he said. 
"Society used to tell alcoholics 
and drug addicts to just stop, 
and say they were weak-willed 
if they didn't," Hughes said. 
"Most people don't under-
stand it's not something you 
can just do or not do." 
Once researchers understand 
what causes the physical 
problems-irritability, in-
somnia, increased appetite 
and ,nervousness-associated 
with giving up cigarettes, 
they'll be able to develop better 
treatment for smokers, 
Pickens said. 
"Most people would like to 
stop, but they know it's going 
to hurt," Hughes said. "But 
we don't know how long it 
hurts and why it hurts longer 
in some than in others." He 
said studies indicate95 percent 
of all smokers would like to 
quit and 65 percent would if 
there were an easy way. 
The methods of measuring the 
field study of smoking 
behavior are currently being 
determined . Ten tati vel y, 
small electronic recording 
devi ces carried by the 
volunteers are attached to 
cigarette filters, monitoring 
the number, the length of time 
smoked, and the time between 
cigarettes. Hopefully, the data 
collected will present a more 
authentic picture of smoking 
behavior beyond what has 
been previously measured. 
"We want to understand what 
happens to the body that 
makes a smoker decide to have 
a cigarette and what 
physiological events regulate 
time between cigarettes and 
durations of inhalations," 
Pickens said. 
YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT 
IT ... 
NOW TRY IT 
FREEi 
• Fully Encloald 
• Changing Ar11 
• Deck Around Tub 
• CLOSE TO CAMPUSI 
724-2282 ler 1 hr. 1ppt. 
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DBI 
on 
droopy 
decline 
UMD New, Service 
While regional and national 
recessions have abated 
somewhat, the Duluth 
Business Index (DBI) for 
October continued to reflect 
depressed conditions in the 
steel and auto industries. 
The October DBI stood at 150, 
up one point from September 
but down 70 points from 
October of 1979. 
The DBI is authored by 
Jerrold Peterson, UMD head 
of the Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research which 
publishes the monthly index, 
and Glenn Gronseth, research 
analyst, Minnesota Depart-
ment of Employment 
Security. 
Peterson and Gronseth note 
that the key to economic 
recovery is financing 
consumer and producer 
spending. Through October, 
loans at all commercial banks 
in the nation rose at a 15.1% 
annual rate from July through 
October':' 
While the dollar value of 
checks written in October in 
Duluth was up slightly over 
September, it was well 
below-24 per cent-last 
year's level despite rising 
prices. 
On the other hand, local bank 
deposits were up $4 million 
over Septem her and $ I 7 .6 
million above last year. Also 
on the plus side, the value of 
building permits picked up in 
October due to new residential 
construction and repair work. 
Commercial-industrial use of 
electric power in the 
September-October period 
was down; grain shipments 
fell by one-third trom year-ago 
levels; iron ore shipments fell 
sharply and are averaging 7.4 
per cent below the January-
October period for 1979. 
As a result, mining employ-
ment fell from 15,400 in 
October, 1979, to 11,500 this 
past October. · 
The jobless rate in Duluth 
stood at 7.4 per cent, down 
slightly from September but 
up substantially from the 1979 
rate of 5.2 per cent for that 
month. 
Retail sales in October were 
about the same as in 
.September and down four per 
cent from last year. For the 
first IO months of l 980, retail 
sales were down nine per cent 
from the same period last year. 
While the tourist season 
declined as expected in 
September, it ended a strong 
period of activity overall. 
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Nuclear. Waste 
Disposal 
Four part series Monday evenings 
at 7 pm during January 
Listen to WDTH for local news 
and public affairs: 
Midmorning Report 10:15 am 
Afternoon Newsbreak 4:45 pm 
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MONDAY NIGHTS AT 
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HAMBURGER 
49$. All that's needed for a juicy, 1/3 lb. 
hamburger, french fries, cole slaw and a 
pickle. That's right, 49'. 
Monday nights after 5 p.m. 
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you're at least 19, and enjoy the best deal 
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la coming 
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short stor-les 
band w-
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DTA 
Increases 
fare 
by Katie Pomr~y 
Duluth bus riders will have to 
stock their pockets with more 
change this year as the Duluth 
Transit Authority (OTA) has 
increased its fare by ten cents 
for adult cash fare riders. This 
brings the cost of riding the 
OT A to 50 c~nts. 
Jim Heileg of the OTA staff 
explained, "This was our 
largest increase ( 10¢ for 
adults), and our lowest 
increase was two and one-half 
cents for senior citizens and 
handicapped riders." 
The increase became effective 
January 4 and was approved 
by the Duluth City Council on 
December 8, according to 
Heileg. 
If carrying hoards of change 
just is not your style, UMD 
students and staff may 
purchase bus tokens starting 
today from the cashier 
windows in Administration. 
According to Director of 
Housing Joe Michela, the 
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tokens cost $8 for a roll of 20 
from OT A, however, the same 
roll is available at UMD for $7. 
Michela said UMD is 
receiving only a limited 
supply of tokens so students 
should consider purchasing 
only one roll to begin with. He 
does expect to receive more 
within a month or so, but for 
now UMD is only receiving 
200 rolls. 
Tomorrow the OTA will 
submit a proposal to the UMD 
Transportation and Parking 
Committee of cost differences 
involved in possible inter-
campus bus route changes, 
according to Heileg. 
He explained, "Depending on 
the time of day, ridership 
varies. The morning 'long' 
route carries about 90 people 
with an average ridership of 
50, while the two 'short' routes 
carry an average of 24 people 
combined. So there is a 
definite difference." 
But to eliminate one of the 
short runs would mean 
inconveniencing students 
traveling to and from the 
lower campus as well as riders 
transferring from east Duluth. 
Currently, the consideration is 
to extend long run service 
during the morning rush 
hours but, as Heileg points 
out, "It's a trade-off either 
way." He does not expect 
much of a cost difference to be 
uncovered, so this Friday the 
changes will be considered 
further. 
"In addition, there are six or 
seven definite new schedule 
changes in effect now," 
according to Heileg, "but 
none of them directly affect the 
university." 
Routes experiencing changes 
include the Morley Heights, 
Lester-Crosley, and Duluth 
Heights (Eklund route) runs. 
People using these lines 
should check the new 
schedules which are soon to be 
made available at Kirby 
Information Desk. 
Males born 
in 1960-62 
must register 
Males born in 1962 must 
register this week (Jan. 5-9) 
with the Selective Service 
System for a potential draft. 
Those required to register 
include all U.S. citizens, aliens 
residing in the U.S. and 
conditional entrants to the 
U.S. (refugees and parolees) 
born in 1960 or later-1962 
persons this week-and are at 
least 18 years Qf age. 
Those not required to register 
are individuals now serving 
active duty in the U.S. Armed 
Services and temporary non-
immigrant aliens in the U.S. 
Individuals born in 1963 or 
later must register within 30 
days of their 18th birthday. 
Qualifying individuals are 
directed to the nearest U.S. 
Post Office where they may 
obtain a short form, fill it in, 
and leave it with the postal 
clerk who will check your 
indentification (e.g. driver's 
license) for verification . 
Registrants will not receive a 
draft card as issued in the past, 
rather a letter of verification 
from the Selective Service 
within 90 days. 
There are no plans at this time 
for implementing a draft. No 
individual has been drafted in 
the U.S. since 1972. A draft 
could not begin unless 
Congress decides that it is 
needed. 
The purpose of the registra-
tion is to have names and 
addresses of those who might 
be called in the event a draft 
should become necessary, as in 
a national emergency. 
If a drafting situation would 
become necessary, persons 
would be selected on a lottery 
type basis depending upon 
date of birth. Those who reach 
their 20th birthday in the 
calendar year of the draft 
would be the first group to be 
called. 
Those individuals selected in a 
draft would have the right to 
!ile a claim for postponement, 
deferment, or exemption. 
Additional questions can be 
answered by writing to the 
Selective Service System, 600 E 
Street N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20435. 
-413T announces schedule--
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Cynthia Gregory, 
Kevin McKenzie, Magali ·Messac, 
Marianna Tcherkassky and Martine van 
Hamel, six of ballet's most brilliant stars 
today will open American Ballet Theatre's 
seven performance engagement, January 
19-24 at Northrop Auditorium, University 
of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 
Minnesota premieres of three ballets will 
highlight the opening night program 
Monday, January 19, at 8 p.m. 
Two performances of the classic, full-
length "Giselle" will be performed at 8 
p.m. Tuesday, January 20 with Miss 
Tcherkassky and Barysnikov and 8 p.m, 
Wednesday, January 21, with the cast to be 
announced. 
Tickets for all performances are available 
now at Dayton 's and the Northrop Ticket 
Office (612) 373-2M5. Main floor tickets 
are $16.50, $15, $12; balcony tickets are 
$16.50, $15, $12, $7. Students, senior 
citizens and groups of 15 or more for one 
performance may receive a S 1.50 discount 
at the Northrop Ticket Office, 84 Church 
Street S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455. 
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Boys bare cheeks £or 
Blizzard Bonanza 
by Jean C. Bumgardner 
"Ugh, grunt, ouch" cried a 
few brave UMD men as they 
underwent the blade before 
Christmas break. Eleven 
bearded and two clean shaven 
young men entered the UMD 
Winter Carnival "Blizzard 
Bonanza's" beard growing 
contest, sponsored by the 
Communication Club. 
The rules of the contest are, 
who can grow the best looking 
beard in five weeks time. The 
contestants will be judged 
during "Blizzard Bonanza" 
week (January 26-31) by a 
select panel. The winner is to 
receive two tickets to Spirit 
Mountain. 
Monica Haigh, coordinator of 
the beard growing contest 
said, "The contest started out 
kind of slow. Our Master of 
Ceremonies, Greg Swanson 
tried to get the audience 
motivated, but the excitemem 
really began when the shaving 
was started by the Adam and 
Eve barbers." 
The first two contestants to be 
shaved were Howie Meyer and 
Rob Levine . Howie 
complained, "But I've had my 
mustache since 19721 Does it 
have to come off?" The 
audience replied, "Take it off, 
take it off!" Howie lost out on 
that one. 
Haigh went on to explain, 
"The shaving took longer 
than we thought it would. 
The Adam and Eve barbers 
brought battery operated 
rechargable clippers to clip off 
the excessive facial hair. 
"The problem developed 
when the clippers refused to 
recharge. They sent back to 
the shop for an electric clipper 
Blizzard Bonanza becomes Bic Bonanza for last minute shaves. Pho10 Rob Levine 
that shaved off everything; 
hair, lips, noses and ears. 
"For the last five guys, we had 
to run to the bookstore and 
buy the ever-dependable Bic 
razors and shaving cream." 
The beard growing contest 
was not the official kick-off of 
the Blizzard Bonanza week, 
but as Haigh put it, "Out of 
necessity, we had to start 
earlier than the other events. I 
think that by having tht> early 
contest people began thinking 
about thr carnival to come. 
Certainly the men who wt>re 
shaved will not forget the 198 I 
Blizzard Bonanza." 
Movle1 X4 
forced humor. 
but rather wlttl' 
Poem published by LJ MD student 
by Julle John1on 
Amid the holiday chaos with 
the ringing in of the new and 
flinging out of old, theaters 
are swamped with a num her of 
new film releases. Following 
is a quick glance at some of the 
new movies. 
UMD student Sheryl Monsrud has had her 
poem entitled "Part Of Me Gone" 
published in the Anthology of American 
Collegiate Poets. This book contains an 
anthology of the best contemporary poetry 
written by men and women in America. 
Sheryl Monsrud is a senior at UMD 
majoring in German and also studying 
special education. She is originally from 
Biwabik, Minnesota. 
PART OF ME GONE 
EmoLions as expanding as the sea are mine 
Intense anxiety 
struck again. 
I heard your name. 
I flew, 
running as though 
a new unsettled path was there before me; 
a palh that would lead to open further 
the pain of my insides, 
my emotions, 
my fury, 
sprung from eiLher side 
of that path 
in my mind, 
before me, 
beside me, around me. 
I screamed through my lungs. 
I gasped. 
I cried for air to breathe, 
someLhing to purify my burning soul; 
my soul that was LOuched once, 
tapped once, 
opened once to be stung. 
That same ha.nd that fed my desires 
pulled my love into shared visions. 
I became silenl. 
That path ripped open a wound . 
I was opened once to love. 
My arms flung into the air, 
my fingers clenched, 
my soul bent down 
turning my heart searching. 
My God 
I am void 
Seema Like Old Time, is 
indeed reminiscent of old 
times. Both Goldie Hawn and 
Chevy Chase play their same 
old roles the same old way. 
Neil Simon's "Seems Like Old 
Times" ponrays Hawn as a 
former wife to a present bank 
robber, played by Chase, who 
wishes to seek refuge in 
Hawn ' s . house. Hawn 
immediately says no because it 
would jeopardize her 
husband's career. 
Sheryl Monsrud my raging cries. 
Memory 
Sheryl Monsrud 
Her husband, played by 
Charles Grodin, becomes 
aware of Chase's presence on 
the premises and is aggrav-
ated. But Hawn is much too 
sympathetic to turn Chase out 
on to the street, so she 
continues to hide him . 
Everything comes to a climax 
when Chase finds himself in 
the posiLion of servanL serving 
dinner to important political 
figures. 
Although the script is written 
well and there are few very 
hilarious scenes, the plot is 
Richcn"d Coope1·\ Minneapolis 
sculptu-re will present slides ~nd a 
lecture on his wo-rk Monday, 
J anua-ry I 2 at I :00 p.m. in the 
Lectu-re Galle-ry of the Tweed 
Museum of A-rt. 
predictable and the humor is 
forced. 
Stir Crazy, another film 
recently released, is outrage-
ously funny. Gene Wilder and 
Richard Pryor portray two 
characters who tire of New 
York life, so they decide to 
head West. They make a little 
pocket cash on the way by 
doing a song and dance 
routine dressed up as 
woodpeckers. Unfortunately 
for the rovers, some thieves 
steal their costumes and use 
them as disguises when they 
rob a bank. Inevitably Wilder 
and Pryor end up in jail with 
no sign of getting out. 
However, Pryor is offered the 
chance to become the rodeo 
star of the prison and during 
the rodeo the twosome along 
with some of their jailbird 
friends work out a plan to 
escape during the rodeo. This 
is a fast-moving film packed 
with off the cuff crazy comedy. 
The character development is 
far superior to that in most 
films. 
A Change of Seaaona 
represents no change for Bo 
Derek. The movie depicts her 
as herself and soon the 
audience begins Lo wonder if 
she can act! The storyline for 
"A Change of Seasons" is 
exchanging partners-older 
man with younger girl, and 
older woman with younger 
man. 
The plot tends to be rather 
sh al low. A middle-aged 
couple discover their 
differences when the wife, 
Shirley Macl...aine, finds out 
her husband, Anthony 
Hopkins, is fooling around 
with one of his students, Bo 
Derek. Probably out of 
revenge, MacLaine finds 
herself a young handyman to 
have a fling with . Ironically, 
all four go to a remote cabin to 
spend a weekend with their 
new found lovers. This film is 
highly unrealistic and for the 
most part contains poor 
acting, with the exception of 
MacLaine. 
The Mirror Cracked, the 
latest Agatha ChrisLie mystery, 
is rather witty but predictable 
for this Christie fan. 
An innocent bystander is 
poisoned at a party given for 
two actresses trying to make a 
comeback in the entertaining 
world. An awful shock arises 
when it is discovered that the 
poison was meant to be 
swallowed by one of the aging 
actresses played by Elizabeth 
Taylor. It seems as though 
everyone has a motive, yet the 
young nephew takes on the 
task of untangling the deadly 
web. 
The film is sprinkled with a 
formal type humor and some 
charming characters. One 
scene in which the two aging 
actresses insult each other 
back and forth is extremely 
comical. Overall, the film was 
entertaining. 
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Born Yesterday scheduled for the future 
by Kim Baudoin 
The UMD Theatre's got an 
oldie but a goodie coming up 
in just a few short weeks. The 
well-loved American comedy 
fr o m t h ·e 4 0 s , ' ' Bo r n 
Yesterday" will be presented 
in the Marshall Performing 
Arts Center, Jan. 29-Feb. l and 
Feb. 5-8 at 8:00 pm. 
Under the direction of Roger 
H. Schultz, assistant professor 
of theatre, "Born Yesterday" 
tells the humorous story of 
Billie Dawn, a "dumb blonde" 
who is a traveling companion 
of a vulgar and egotistical 
b!lsinessman, Harry Brock. 
Embarrassed by her ignor-
ance, Brock hires a dashing 
investigative reporter to teach · 
You fee/ very sleepy ... 
by Kelly Conlon 
You feel very sleepy, you are now going into a deep, deep 
sleep, a deep, deep sleep .. .. ... 
Thursday, January 8 at 8:00 p.m., Kirby Program Board 
presents the nationally acclaimed hypnotist, Tom DeLuca. 
In a two part performance in Kirby Ballroom, DeLuca will 
experiment with extended sensory perception and hypnosis. 
The show includes a segment on sensory perception in which 
DeLuca demonstrates a "mental thought projection" 
between himself and members of the audience. Here, De Luca 
asks audience members to write down their names or specific 
thoughts; he then guesses their names or exact tboughts 
'through the mental projection process. 
I 
In the second part of the show, volunteers from the audience 
are1'typnotized to various level_s of "sleep." Once hypnotized, 
DeLuca reveals many humorous and secret aspects of the 
volunteer's personality . 
In addition to Thursday 's show, DeLuca will conduct an 
educational seminar at 11 a.m. on Friday, January 9 in Kirby 
Ballroom. The seminar, on self-hypnosis, is designed to 
develop the "power of concentration , self control , and 
creativity of the individual." 
Past seminars have helped people lose weight, quit smoking 
and improve study habits . 
Both the seminar and show are free and open to the public. 
Everyone is invited to take a first hand look at the world of 
hypnosis ! 
her " the ways of the world." 
Billie ends up learning more 
than Brock bargained for! 
Tickets for the production 
may be reserved by calling the 
Marshall Box Office at 726-
8561. Admission is $4 for 
adults, $S for senior cmzens 
and non-UMD students, and 
$1 for UMD students (with 
current activity card, of 
course). 
GIANT 
MID-WINTER SALEI 
' 
PAPERMATE 
WRITE BROS. PENS 
25~ value 18¢ 
DRAWING PADS 
• 18 X 24 
• 65 lb. paper 
• 50 sheets 
$5.79 reg . Sale $4.35 
TI-80 STUDENT MATH KIT 
"problem solving kit with calculator." 
Sale price $18.50 
'J~ J1~r~1~ ·1r1 
/i~t-
·l..t ---- UMD BOOKSTORE 
ACU-1 REC. TOURNEYS 
EVENTS INCLUDE: 
• - TABLE TENNIS Jan. 25, 3:00 
• FOOS'BALL 
• BILLIARDS 
• BOWLING 
Jan. 22-23, 4:30-10:30 
Jan. 19-25 
Jan. 17, 2:00 at Skyline 
Lanes 
• VIDEO GAMES Jan. 19-23 
(Dates for frisbee, darts, backgammon chess and trap & skeet are not yet available.) 
SIGN-UP -
for events wlll be on 
Jan. 12-16 In the Kirby 
Games Room. 
There wlll be an entry fee of $1.50 for all games. 
ANY QUESTIONS 
on the games or the 
organization of them-See 
Beth at Kirby Pr(Jgram Board 
(726-7162) 
More Info wlll be provided In the Games Room after Jan. 12. 
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calendar Moosehead Saloon, Spir11 '.\11., "RIO" (n·ggac) Thursday, " Ho5tagc" \\ ednesday 
7 & 9:15 · KPB Film, "The Main Event" Boh 90 MOVIES 
THURSDAY, JAN. 8 Ballroom MONDAY JAN. 12 
7 & 9: 15 - KPB Film, "The Main Event" Boh 90 ' 
Kenwood I & 11, 724-~8:>5, " Popeyt'" "First 
Family" 
3:00 - Art Guild Meeting, ABAH Art Lounge 
·3:00 - Nuclear Task Force Meeting, MPIRG SATURDAY, JAN. 10 12:00 - Women 's Studies: Productive and Non-
office 
. 4:00 - SMEA Meeting, K323 
6:00 - Shutter Club Meeting, K355 
7:00 - SA's Legal Aid, Kll4 
10:00. UMD 1981 Cross Country Invitational 
Clover Valley Trails 
Productive Methods of Communica-
tion, K250 
7:30 - Basketball, UMD vs. Superior, Gym 
Cinema I & II , 727-5554 "Seems Like Old 
Times" 
8:00 - Film, "The Loneliness of the Long 
-Distance Runner (Tom Courteny) Boh 90 
8:00 - Tom DeLuca, Hypnosis Seminar, 
Ballroom 
3:00 - UMD Basketball, UMD vs. St. Cloud State 
9:00 - The Viennese Ball, St. Scholastica TUESDAY, JAN. 13 
Norshor, 722-9211. "A ( .han .1;e of Sea\om." 
Miller M,111, 727 -7893, "9 ro 5" ' ·Stir Crazy '' 
' 'The Ari~tocrats " '·Fnorlome Fox " SUNDAY, JAN. 11 3:00 . Einstein Video Tape Series "Majestic 
FRIDAY, JAN. 9 
3:00 - Senior Recital, Patricia Olsen, Mezzo 
Soprano, Boh 90 
Clockwork" Life Science 175 · 
Activities Fair - Kirby Ballroom 
7:00 - KPB Film, "Maltese Falcon" Ballroom -
8:00 - "Wild Strawberries" St. Scholastica 
Palace. Suµerior, "Any Which Way You Can" 
Mariner, Superior, 392-7145, "The Mirror 
Cracked " "The Formula " .. Song of the South" 
"Private Bt>njamin" 11 :00 - Tom DeLuca, Hypnosis Seminar 
3:00 - "The Moon Our Next Door Neighbor" 
Planetarium 
-~ 
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Unlve·rsity Grievance 
' 
Proceedings-
O PEN or CLOSED? 
Thursday, Jan. 22, 1981 
3:15 p.m. 
Murphy Hall Auditorium 
Snnl S.tt, Ullivlfsity campus committ• have bell asked to nsponll III die 
quatioll of 011111ing 1p all or some Unim ity grievance llurings. We wisb also to give 
lllllnllrs of tlle Uaivarsity com1111nity a chance to express their views III the matter. 
Ti1111 will II nsnd bath for illdividuals and for P1fS011S repraenting groups to s,eak. 
If y1111 wisll to pr1111t YINII' vim but will be unable to attend the nating, plme sad 
your ranarb to Professor Marcia Eat111, Chr, Saute l'.onsuttative Committee, 3M Ford 
Hal~ Minneapolis &ampus. 
ltllis forum sllould not be confused witll the forum on restructuring the Senate and its 
mnmittlls, which will be held in the Regents Room OIi Jan. 15th) 
sponsored by All-University 
Senate Consultative Committee 
LIVE BARS 
Grandma's Saloon & Deli, 522 Lake Ave. South, 
"James Hersch" 
Will iam's North Shore, 2502 London Road 
Brass Phoenix, 402 W. 1st St, "Fox" 
Charlie's Club, 5527 Grand Ave, "Main Event" 
Ye Olde Sawmill, "Je T'aime" 
Robin . Hood, 1600 Miller Trunk, "Jerry 
Oullette" acoustic guitar · 
Lakeview Castle, "4th Story" 
Mr. Pete's Corral , "Jack Be Nimble" 
Casablanca, Superior, "The Bronx Zoo" 
Sunday 
CONCERTS 
Elvis Cmtdlo & The Atuactions, Northrop 
Auditorium, Jan. 16 
Rick Nelson, Guth1 ie, Jan. 18 
Bruce Springsteen, Civi< Center, Feb. I 
Spinners, G1:1thrie, March 29 
GALLERIES 
Tweed Museum of Art, ll.MD campus, "Thirty 
Years of Photography for Fun and Profit" by 
Ken Moran. " Inch Arr " 
GREASER! Annual First Sll eet Gang Greaser 
to be held Jan . 26 al Sommers Hall on the St. 
Scholastic-a campus. 
Colleae ~iaht lpeciali 
at §plr-lt Mountain 
~ve.-¥ Wedne1da¥ ••• Special discounts on skiing with 
student ID and activity card: 
~n >~1 
: :-° .1/ \: WjfJh 
/.~.,f. ·"' 1 ·1\ 
I "f§,. / ·, ~1''~j . 
': li1/J.". ,:·1~ • ,, ' I 
I I I ,,~1- 'I 0 ~ \' I *1,1 '~'4' j , \ I t,f , M,-,/,,,:,~ 1-
, I .. I I 
11 i/t' J/1' ' 'l1 ' .. · ' I~'/' 11'. , _( 'r I\ r 
1•• ·r· t ····:. .i.1 . \ .. 'Li:A · 
' \\ . •. 'ii[ . 
4-Hour 11ft ticket - $6.00 
rental - $5.00 
And In the Moo1ehead 
la loon ••• 
2 for 1 on tap beer from 7 to 9 pm 
J)lus Live ~ntertalnment 
Wednesda¥ nlt1hti 
weekends 
r----------~--------------------------~ Fri.-Sat., Jan. 9-1 o:..._ RIO . (6 piece reggae/ : 
. I 
Latin rock from : 
the Twin Cities): 
Wed., Jan. 14 & Fri.-Sat., Jan. 16-17- : 
HOSTAGE : 
(5 piece rock 'n' roll : 
band from Duluth) : 
1--------------------------------------· 
spirit mountain 
1-35 at Boundary Ave. Exit (218)628-2891 
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SPORTS 
'Dogs lifted by 
"ben·ch press" 
by Anne Ablcht 
A pressing UMD defense, 
ignited by a fiery Bulldog 
bench, posed numerous 
turnover problems for the 
Southwest State Mustangs in 
Northern Intercollegiate 
Conference (NIC) action last 
night as the 'Dogs took their 
home court advantage to it's 
fullest with a 80-62 victory. 
UMD received well-rounded 
performances from the bench 
in the play of guards Rick 
Sundberg and Brian Webb, 
and senior captain John 
Retica. The three came off the 
bench midway through the 
first half to aggravate the 
Mustangs with an aggressive 
defensive press that led to 
turnovers for Southwest and 
14 straight points for UMD. 
' 
"The first half our bench 
really came through. We 
generated some turnovers and 
scored some baskets,'' said 
head coach George Fisher. 
Retica came into the game and 
scored 10 points in a 10-
minure span to allow UMD to 
take to the locker room at the 
. half with a 38-30 lead. 
Regarding the strong show of 
play from the bench, Retica 
said, "I think it's mostly 
because we're fresh off the 
bench. It's like you're starting 
the game and you have a little 
extra quickness." 
Retica and freshman guard 
Chris Neumann led the 
scoring for both teams with 21· 
points each. 
UMD hampered Southwest 
throughout the game and 
opened the second half of play 
with six quick points. "The 
press was definitely the 
factor," said Southwest coach 
Dale Honeck. "We're not a 
good ball-handling basketball 
team. We don't have any court 
leader. We have nobody that 
has the skills to really be a 
team leader and run the 
offense. We don't have a point 
guard like Nicky Johnson." 
Johnson, UMD's floor leader 
throughout the season, scored 
12 points and six assists in the 
Bulldog victory. 
Basketball/co 14 
My hands are tied 
UMD center Paul Mickelson gets tied up in a knot with a 
Northern State playe~-in pre-Christmas action. UMD won 
the game 90-88 in double overtime. 
X-country 
skiers host 
Invitational 
The University of Minnesota-
Duluth men's and women's 
cross country ski teams will 
make their first home 
appearance of the 1980-81 
season on January 9 and IO 
when they host the UMD 
Invitational. 
Eight teams and over 100 
participants are expected to 
compete in the two-day event. 
Those teams already entered 
include the University of 
Minnesota, Bemidji State 
University, Carleton College, 
Concordia College, Michigan 
Tech University, Northern 
Michigan University, St. Olaf 
College and Minnesota-
Duluth. 
A ten-kilometer women's race 
and a 15-kilometer men's race 
will take place at 10:30 a.m. 
and 12 p.m. respectively on 
Friday at the Clover Valley Ski 
Trails. Saturday's competi-
tion finds the men's 3X9-
kilometer relay race beginning 
at 10 a.m., with the women's 
4X6-kiolometer relay getting 
underway at 12:30 p.m. in 
Duluth 's Chester Park. 
Wrestlers on 
the road again 
:.... 
Off and running 
Senior captain John Retica leads his teammates Brian Webb (12) and Rob Schneberg 
(42) on the fast break while Southwest defenders Mark Ornatek (00) and Randy Carlson 
(55) pursue. 
Skaters ready :ifor Michigan State 
After spending nearly a week 
in New England, the UMD 
Bulldog pucksters will return 
home for a brief stay before 
venturing to East Lansing, MI 
to face the Michigan State 
Spartans. 
The Bulldogs will enter the 
WCHA matchup after going 
l-3 in their eastern fling. UMD 
lost to Harvard 6~4 a week ago 
Monday in Cambridge, Mass., 
before beginning play in the 
Colonial Bank Invitational. 
The BulJdogs were blanked by 
Clarkson University in the 
opening round Saturday, but 
rebounded to win the third 
place game 7-4 against 
Bowling Green. The tourna-
ment was held in Hartford, 
CT. 
UMD is now 11-9-1 overalJ, 
and sixth in the WCHA with a 
6-6-0 mark. The Spartans, 
meanwhile, are in the league 
cellar sporting a dismal 2-10-0 
mark. But the men from East 
Lansing (7-12-1 overall) have 
been hot as of late winning 
their last five out of six games, 
which may give the Bulldogs 
plenty to worry about. 
''The biggest reason we're 
winning is because the 
attitude of the - team is just 
tremendous," said assistant 
coach Shawn Welsh of the 
Spartans. ''It has carried us 
through the tough times early 
in the season when most teams 
in the country would have 
fallen off. The character of the 
team is showing and the credit 
goes partly to captain Ken 
Paraskevin for keeping the 
team up." 
Paraskevin, a senior lef l wing 
from Detroit, hasn't been 
setting the WCHA on its ear 
with his scoring. He has, 
however, provided the slowly 
emerging Spartans with 
much needed leadership. Leo 
Lynett, a senior forward and 
centerman Frank Finn have 
given MSU a great deal of 
offensive punch. 
After the MSU series, the 
Bulldogs return home to face 
Colorado Co1lege in a pair of 
games that may mean revenge 
for UMD. The Bu1ldogs 
dropped a pair of 8-5 decisions 
earlier in the year to the 
Tigers, the only time they've 
been swept this year. 
by Terry Karna 
If you happen to hear a U MD 
wrestler singing, "Eight days 
on the road and I'm going to 
make it home tonight," don't 
be surprised-their eight 
meets thus far this season have 
all been on the road. And the 
team will again travel to 
Winona this Friday for a dual 
meet and this Saturday to 
Nohhfield to compete in the 
North Country Invitational. 
"The team," says coach Neil 
Ladsten, "has definitely faced 
and will continue to face one 
ol the toughest schedules 
they 've ever had." 
Rugged as their schedule is, 
the team has an impressive 
record of ,.1 in dual 
competition . They suffered 
their only loss to last year's 
Northern Intercollegiate 
Conference (NIC) champs 
Minnesota-Morris. 
U MD has never beaten 
Winona in dual competition, 
but Ladsten feels they have a 
good shot at besting them this 
year. "This is one of the best 
teams I've ever coached," he 
said. "At Morris a couple of 
wrestlers were unable to 
compete because of injured 
ribs and in a later meet co-
captain Jim Paddock suffered 
a twisted ankle, but all three 
wilJ be ready for Winona. 
With all three healthy again 
we should give Winona a good 
match." 
The North Country Invita-
tional will be composed of 11 
teams mainly from the 
Minnesota Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference (MIAC). 
The team has some high 
caliber wrestlers going up 
against Winona. Co-captain 
All-Region last year, Jerry 
Hoy has an undefeated match 
record of 16-0. All-American 
Jim Paddock also has an 
impressive record of 12-2; All-
Region Craig Nasvik stands at 
8-4. Pat Wiles, John Heisick 
and Scott Swenson have 
records of 9-7, 7-6 and 6-6 
respectively. 
Finally the team's weeks of 
'bus lag' will come to an end 
next week. The team faces 
three home meets next week, 
starting off with a dual against 
Northfield Tuesday, the 
University of North Dakota 
Friday and the UMD 
Invitational Saturday. 
Frisbee tourney 
Entries are now being 
accepted for the Ultimate 
Frisbee Tournament. · Entry 
deadline is Tuesday, January 
13, 1981 at 5:00 p.m. in the 
fieldhouse. Captains meeting 
is Thursday, January 15, 1981 
at 4:15 p.m. in PE 165. 
Tournament dates are Friday, 
January 16 through Sunday, 
January 18, 1981. 
Entries will be available for 
the tennis and table tennis 
tournament on Monday, 
January 12. The deadline is 
January 20 by 5:00 p.m. in the 
fieldhouse. 
"' 
'Waterbug' plays key role for Bulldogs 
by Jim Sodergren 
Desire, drive, dedication and 
determination. These four 
words describe UMD hockey 
captain Davey Johnson. The 
senior from Kelly Lake, 
Minnesota, has used all four of 
these qualities to overcome a 
series of major obstacles 
throughout his career. 
Despite being a star player at 
Hibbing High School, "The 
Waterbug" was not heavily 
recruited by any major college. 
He was considered too small to 
be able to compete in the 
physically tough WCHA. 
After playing in two summer 
All-Star hockey games, UMD 
coach Gus Hendrickson 
offered him the last 
scholarship he had to give out 
that year. 
Davey didn't play much his 
first year and admits to it being 
a frustrating experience. It was 
difficult to practice all week, 
then watch the game from the 
stands, he said. Looking back 
on it now, he does feel some 
positives came out of it: a 
greater knowledge of the 
game, an effort to improve, a 
decision to work hard in 
practice, a development of an 
even greater desire for the 
. game than he already had. All 
these came out of this first year 
and showed through when 
Davey finally got the chance to 
play regularly in the latter part 
of his sophomore year. His 
hustle, quickness, and 
surprising physical strength 
all combined with his great 
desire to prove he could 
compete on an even level with 
other players in the WCHA. 
Davey suffered a maior setback 
when on June 5, 1979, he was 
the victim in a hit and run 
accident and suffered 
extensive injuries to his back. 
He spent six weeks in the 
hospital. Told he would 
probably be able to skate 
again, it still remained a large 
WHERE ELSE CAN YOU GET $ 2 7 9 
AN ALL-YOU-CAN EAT 
LUNCH OR SUPPER FOR ONLY ......... . 
LUNCH SUPPER 
Mon.-Fri. 11 :30-1 :30 
Includes: Pizza, Salad 
Bar, Spaghetti, Garlic 
Toast. 
29 ITEMS ON 
SALAD BAR 
5729 Haines Road 
727-8389 
iumme..-
tiouslna at 
UMI) 
Reservation requests for on campus 
apartments and residence hall rooms are 
now being accepted for the 1981 summer 
rental program. The rental program will 
begin on May 31 and end on August 17. 
Apartments will be rented on a unit basis 
only, in which one individual will be the 
lease holder. Maximum occupancy per 
apartment is four individuals. Single and 
double occupancy residence hall rooms will 
also be available for rental. 
Reservation request forms and rate sheets 
may be obtained in 189 Lake Superior Hall. 
Reservations will be confirmed on a first 
come, first-served basis. 
JANUARY 8, 1981 
question mark if he would 
ever be able to effectively play 
hockey again and if his back 
would be able to take the 
pounding received in the 
course of the game. Even in the 
hospital, it was impossible to 
keep Davey down, both in a 
psychological and physical 
sense. During the last week of 
his hospital stay, he sneaked 
out and went to the local arena 
to try skating. 
Because of his mJury, it was 
decided Davey would sit out 
the '79-80 season and try to 
make a comeback the next 
season. Davey calls last season 
"a miserable one" for him. 
But rather than sit around and 
mope, Davey practiced some 
with the team and also assisted 
coaching the Duluth 
~· 
Denfeld hockey team that 
reached the regional finals last 
year. This experience was 
considered "very rewarding" 
as he looks toward a career in 
coaching hockey at a high 
school or collegiate level. 
In resuming his career again 
this year, Davey again had to 
face the doubts and questions 
of himself and others. Was he 
risking serious injury by 
playing again? What would be 
the effect of not playing for a 
whole year? Davey never really 
had any doubts about his 
physical condition and proved 
it by showing he could go into 
the corners and take the 
poundings and the stiff body 
checks that are part of the 
game. This erased the doubts 
of others also. Davey felt the 
biggest obstacle he had to 
overcome was not playing for 
a full _ year and "losing tht· feel 
for the game. ·· What was 
before instinc1ive and 
automatic now had to be re-
learned and practiced all over 
c.1gain. This was a source of 
real frustration for him as he 
wasn't able at first to do the 
things he knew he was capable 
of doing. As time went by 
though, it started to fall into 
place for him. 
A center in high school, Davey 
has played all three forward 
positions in his career at 
UMD. He feels his !iize is an 
advantage at times as he is able 
to slip around or through 
would-be checkers. 
I 
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Johnson scores on a back-handed flip against Providence in action this season 
at the Duluth Arena. 
What's there to do In Duluth In the winter? 
PLENTYII 
Winter 
Activities 
Fair 
Wed., Jan. 14th 10 am - 3pm 
Kirby Ballroom 
Magic, Free Food, Ski demos & displays,. 
health foods, student organizations, 
jugglers, KZIO live 
& much, much more. 
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B•ketball/from 12 John1on/from 13 On the line byBIIIAho 
With Wednesday night's win . 
the Bulldogs upped their 
overall record to 11-2 and 3-1 
in the NIC. ., 
Being elected captain at the 
start of the year was "a real 
honor" as Davey pucs i1. It is a 
position he takes very 
seriously. "Being captain is a 
great responsibility and one I 
take personally," he said. 
Seeing hockey as an emotional 
game, Davey feels that in 
college, hockey games are 
often won or lost on the basis-
of emotion and attitude. He 
takes responsibility to help 
mocivate the rest of the team 
and set the proper attitude and 
tone for the game. His 
leadership is expressed in a 
variety of ways. A pat on the 
back, an encouraging word, 
getting angry when necessary, 
helping calm younger players. 
All these are part of what 
Davey brings to his captaincy. 
He also fulfills the role of 
helping to keep everyone loose 
by clowning around and 
preventing people from 
taking everything too 
seriously. 
The Vikings do It again/ 
Monday night UMD defeated 
another conference foe, the 
University of Minnesota-
Morris 61-60. 
Retica once again came off 
the bench to help spark the 
victory, sinking two free 
throws with eight seconds left 
in the game to give the 
Bulldogs a one-point win. 
According to Fisher, the 
turning point of the second 
half was a slam dunk by Sojka 
at the five minute mark. Sojka, 
who was in foul trouble most 
of the game, took a back door 
lob from Johnson and put the 
ball through the hoop. Sojka 
went on to finish the game 
with 19 points. 
UMD will continue confer-
ence play Saturday againsc St. 
Cloud State at home. Game 
time is 3:00 p.m. 
7); I 'IJ'-Jn".UUVS'W ...... & £# ••• ,.A.I I 
I The Woodland Community Band is looking for i 
additional members. This band gives amateur I I . musicians _the opportunity to regain t~eir former_ I I - level of skills and to contmue deve]opmg and usmg J 
.,i- , the talents they worked to I I -.- achieve during their high t"'· 
j I school band years. This g 
I j prograr_n is not f~r. the , i,,. 
i , professional musman. I 
f ,.. The band will meet ~onday evenings (7-9 pm) at 9' t 
I ,. Woodland Commumty School (Clover & E. 8th St.). I,-. ., I A fee of $15 per quarter will be charged. For 't il i ::.; registration or more information, call 724-8484. 1
3 · ti M. 
I~ ~, tl"'':J'., " 
I I Sign i ; ;~ t 
11 '!11 J{:_, ~:~- .• ,~ .. , ~ i 1•~oaq .... . ' _· :-.0 ' ii 
t1l,)S(:i~~~~~-~••n•11~.wJJ 
If there's a will, the saying 
goes, there's a way. And if 
there is no will, well, you 
generally lose in the first 
round. 
So go the Minnesota Vikings 
in quest of anonymity as a 
National Football League 
play-off victim. The Vikings 
are fast establi~hing a dynasty 
in the realm of post-season 
defeats . lf it were possible to 
lose two play-off games a year, 
the Vikes would be a threat to 
do it. 
It has been observed that it 
isn't easy to consistently win 
your division only to lose in 
the play-offs. Other teams 
eventually blossom under the 
pressure. Some, like the Los 
Angeles Rams, can't manage 
the consistency. Only the 
Vikings promise the same 
unique style of ineptness year 
in and year out. 
One of the factors in 
Minnesota's unchallenged 
record of play-off losses is that 
they're lucky enough to be 
members of the National 
Conference's famed pink and 
paisley Central Division . 
Occasionally a Tampa Bay or 
Green Bay will put together 
enough unlikely victories to 
usurp Viking preeminence, 
but the Norsemen always drive 
out these unwanted chal-
lengers to the throne with 
deceptive displays of f~otball 
talent that somehow manage · 
to put more wins than losses· 
on the board, which is usually 
enough to win the division. , 
The key has been the Vikings' 
staying power. Lesser teams 
fold early. The Bay brothers 
(Tampa and Green) can 
, usually be counted out as early 
as the fourth game of the 
season. Chicago and Detroit 
play it tough for a while, but 
221 W. 1st ST. 
DOWNTOWN DULUTH 
Get ready for the winter 
quarter lntramurals and 
outdoor recreation. We 
have equipment flt 
any of your sports needs. 
by the thirteenth game 
they've usually discovered 
unique and innovative ways to 
lose to teams of any caliber. 
The Vikes, however, have 
distinguished themselves as 
the most enduring of the five. 
They don't choke until the 
play-offs. 
According to coach Bud 
Grant, losing in post-season 
play has become something of 
a science to his team. It used to 
be (in their inexperienced 
years) that Minnesota players 
would simply lie down .and let 
their opponents ram the ball 
down their throats in drawn-
. out, but decisive contests (sic). 
In the meantime, their own 
offense would strike with the 
lethargic alacrity of an ailing 
water buffalo. 
It was in 1975 against Dallas, 
Grant explained, when the 
Vikes experimented with a 
new strategy: They hung in 
close until the closing 
moments of the game, losing 
in a gloriously fantastic and 
unbelievable fashion. It was 
an idea whose time had come. 
Kramer and Co. revived the 
tactic for this year's match, 
pulling to-an early 14-0 lead 
over the Philadelphia Eagles 
with a misleading show of 
strength on both ends of the 
field. By halftime, however, 
the stage was set for a dramatic 
turnabout. Runningback Ted 
Brown wrenched his knee and 
had to leave the game, leaving 
the Mi~nesota running game 
behind the line of scrimmage. 
In the meantime, the defense 
contained the Eagles like a 
paper bag holds grape juice. 
As a clincher, quarterback 
Tommy Kramer tossed up five 
beachballs that were 
intercepted and converted into 
a 31-16 Philadelphia victory . 
i 
i 
'.-.:,.&. 
After the game, Kramer 
explained Minnesota's game 
plan. "They didn't outplay 
us," he intimated. "We gave 
them the game on a silver 
platter." He later explained 
that the Vikings' original 
intention was to give the 
Eagles the game on a gold 
platter, but because of rising 
costs they decided Philly 
wouldn't be offended by silver. 
Incidentally, a local college 
hockey coach who ref used to 
be identified insisted that 
Philadelphia's victory was a 
result of a remark attributed to 
former Viking Bob Lurtsema 
in the Topeka Sun-Times. 
"They weren't that good," 
Lurtsema was quoted as 
saying. 
While inside sources say 
Lurtsema was ref erring to the 
Swedish meatballs his 
grandmother served him for.-
Christmas dinner, the 
anonymous coach insisted 
that after reading the remark 
in the papers, the Philadel-
phia players became so 
incensed that they worked 
themselves into a feverish 
pitch, vowing to "beat 
Minnesota at all costs." 
He further suggested that 
Lurtsema punish the press by 
denying them access to the 
love-seat on his grandmother's 
front porch. 
Rumor has it that the Vikings 
are currently plotting even 
more outlandish syles of 
defeat. General Manager Mike 
Lynn is reportedly consider-
ing hiring an expert in post-
season play that was released 
in mid-season from a top-rated 
college organization. The 
team? You guessed it, Bo 
Sc hem blecker's Michigan 
Wolverines! 
- KIRBY BALLROOM i S Po RTS 
Stop by and see In the t 
. from 10:00 - 3:00. I 
E..ara Bonus for Type A, B, AB Blood 
Donating plasma Is slmple and safe. Our new system 
makes appointment• available every fifteen minute• 
from: 9 am to 4:45 p.m. Mon. and Wed. and 
6 a.m. to 1 :45 pm on Tues, Thura, and Fri. 
Call: 727-8139. 
727-7261 . · JANU~RY 14TH . I 
-------------------~----------------~----------~-----------~----· . I 
10% oFF _ -1 . :~~r:,~D -m 1 
t 9 West Superior Street HYLAND I I PLASMA DONOR CENTERS I 
i Bring this ad In for an extra bonus on your first donation. I 
C.Z. WIison Sports 
This coupon is worth 10% off our regular price on all hockey & 
broom ball equipment in our store. 1.0. and current activity card must 
be presented with purchase. Offer ends FEBRUARY 28, 1981. 
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UMD STATESMAN 
" 
.e T0~1-6tiT! Tom DELUCA 
January 8 tr,1 V~OTli-r itiOW 
8:00 pm· 
-~ Kirby Ballroom 
January 9 i~MI ,-..~v 
11:00 am 
Kirby Ballroom 
Free and open to· .the publlc ... 
1111111 1an® 
"Varsity Sport of the Minds" 
January 20-22 
• Teams of 4-5 Members 
• $5 Entry Fee 
• Winners sent to Rc&"lonal Competition 
(all expenses paid plus $50) 
• Entry Form Deadllne, Jan. 16 
to Sanely Allen, Student Activity Center 
"This first lady was the first and only one to be the wife of one president and the mother of another. 
I 
[PG .. 
RYAN O'NEAL 
. ' .... ffl\ .~ ... ~.·M~: .. 
Who was she?'' 
January 9 & 11 
7:00 & 9:15 pm 
.BOH 90 $110 
I 
the Malteie r=alcon 
with tiumphr-ey 13oaart 
Wed., Jan. 14 
Kirby Ballroom 
7:00 pm $1 
1ponior-ed by the ~~~13.,,- V~Of3~4M 1304~1) 
classifieds 
FOR SALE 
WINTER la here, IO why risk lroetbH• 
going groc.ry ahopplng. Shop In 
Indoor comfor1 at th• SA FOOD 
STORE. M-F, 11 to 4. 
DAYTONA BEACH. Direct daytime 
depar1urea to Daytona. Alr-$331 
Quint; Bua-$221 Quint. Contact 
Birdie or Betty, 429 LSH, 729-8122. 
FOR SALE: PRE 1200 wtth Speelman 
84195 cm. Make ofter. 721-4111 . 
LOOKING for aome new atereo 
equipment? Check around and then 
call Audaclou1 Audio for your belt 
deal. Name brand equipment. Call 
Mark at 729-7024, M-F, 4-8. 
FOR SALE: 2 year old 35mm camera, 
Y•hlca TL-Electro X, w/50mm len1, 
21mm len1, 135mm lent, 2X 
converter, electronlc fl•h, caae. Call 
727-9487 after 8, Hk tor Cheryl. 
TYPING Hrvlce1 provided at North 
Country Small Bu1lne11 Service, Inc. 
Lower rate for 1tudent1. Call 728-
4421 . 
WANT to play a practlcal Joke? Say 
Happy Birthday? Annlve,.ary? Or 
Ju1t uy HI to 1omeone? Try a alnglng 
telegram, 1ung by a prof ... lonal-
llke, uniformed male. $3. WIii write 
aonga for $2. 24-hour 1ervlce. Call 
anytime. Howle, 721-7451. 
NEW Blndlng1 N77C1 GT1 Tyrolla 
HOD• 150.. Pair 11,c, Caber blo, new 
724-5338. 
~,.._,t:, ~G t,~t.~·· 
~11~\,~, \)~ tr,: . 
Feb. 28 - Mar. 8 
9 Days - 8 Nltes 
Airfare, 
Ground Transportation 
6 Days Lifts, Lodging 
$635°0 to $695°0 
Sta~ in or cRII for Brochure 
SKI HUT 
724-8525 
1032 E. 
4th St . 
WANTED 
ROOM MA TE Wanted: Shere 2 
bedroom Home, E81t Hlllllde, S111 
plua utHN•. Available lmmeclatefy. 
724-8111 or 724-7171. Aak tor John. 
COMMUNITY BAND: Duet off your 
old lnatrument and Join a group of 
people who play for the 1lmple 
pleaaure of making mualc. AH agN 
(po1t high achool) and lnatrumenll 
welcome. The band mNl1 Monday 
evening• at Woocland Jr. Coat II $15. 
Call 724-8484 to pre-regl1ter or for 
further Information. 
PART-TIME WORK, on campu1, 
1tapllng poate,. lo bulleUn board1. 
Chooee your own achedul•, 4-20 
hou,. weekly. No aelllng, your pay 11 
bleed on the amount of materlal 
dlatrlbuted. Of 350 current campu1 
repa, median ••ming 11 $5.45 hourly. 
Require• only the ablllty to work 
conalltently without 1upervl1lon. For 
Information, contact Hub GIibert, 
American Pa11age, 500 3rd Avenue 
W., Seattle, W•hlngton, 18111 
(208)282-8111. 
BUYING Cla11 Aln91, Weddln9 
Banda, Gold, Sliver, Coln1, 
Dlamondl. Write for Information-or 
1hlp to: Pltt1burgh Diamond Co., 
Dept. 20, Box 98188, Pltt1burgh, PA 
15227. 
ROOMMATE Wanted: To 1hare a 
nice, 2 bedroom apar1ment, cloee to 
UMD, atore and bu1N. Fufly 
carpeted and nicely decorated. Rent 
I 147.50. Call 722-4731. 
ROOMMATE Wanted: Female, non-
1moker. Junior or Hnlor preferred. 
Share modern apartment with thrN 
nice glrl1. Bnt locatlon poulble. 
$130. Call 722-4424. 
SKIERS: I drive to LUTSEN every 
Saturday. If you want a ride, call 
about 8 p.m. weekday1,, Pete-724-
4153. 
HELP WANTED: Earn $1,000 or more 
for a few evening• work. No Hlllng. 
Juat hang po1ten on your campus 
advertl1lng our half price toun of 
Europe. For detall1, write: Travel 
Study lntemallonal, 2030 E. 4800 
South, Suite 101, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84117. 
SKI BUMS WANTED: Spring break 
1kl trip, Winter Park, Colorado. Six 
day1 & 5 nlght1. Deluxe condomin-
ium,. March 2-7. Contact Marty at 
726-7747. 
I 
Start the-New Year ... 
with a New Look 
Soft Contact 
Lenses$ 991, 
'-ot.,r Ill ,111d Jlhl """' '-oufl ( "111,lt I I ""''' "'II Ch~11q,, IA 
Vnur Oullonk c-tlHI 1f ,,:1 th ()fl f l,tl'' nf q4 11111'-! \.'I ,ur 
n,111,u I il•ll(,t.>(, yc°Ju'n.> nr>I romnl,,h•h. "-,ll1',!11•d rl'lr1rn 
th1.•111 
Eyr Examination and Lr nses / j 
for Astigmatism Ex tra !Ii 
... ,.,,~ .. C•···~~:;·: -~: ... ···~ 71/i 
Free Three Month 
,J,tu,n 1; 1;\,',1.1 ,H f')lth 1,., .. ""' ,in,!,, I HI I 
, ... ,,,!l,n,,n,1"'' ' '"" ;~\ 
Offer E11plres February 28 , 1981 
I . 
EYES EXAMINED BY REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST CZ '~~-,... 
325 W . Superior St. MIiier HIii Mall 
Duluth, 727-6388 723-1099 
, 1103 Cloquet Ave. 
L__ Cloquet, 879-894 7 
FEMALE Roommate wanted: New 
home 2 block• from campua. 
Waaher, dryer, refrlg., TV. 
$140/month pk11 phone. II rad or LIia 
724-1221 
FEMALE Roommate needed to •h•• 
2 bedroom apt. wnh one other 
female. $140/month Including heat. 
$50 depoalt. Avallable now or Feb. 
11t Call 721-4195 after 8 p.m. If no 
anawer call 724-0485. 
ROOMS for rent. 11/1 blocka to UMD 
Carver StrNt. $15 per month. 724-
1121. 
LOST: SHARP Scientific calculator 
on Monday momlng, Jan. 5, 1981 
around 7:00 - 7:30. It you found my 
calculator, could you p1 ... return 
It? It h• aentlmental value to me .,d 
I would greatly appreciate n. 
REWARD. Phone 728-1113 or return 
to Kirby Information, leave name and 
number, I wlll contact. Thankl. Ted. 
PERSOHAL 
J.S. - "In all the univ•,.•, only truth 11 
con1tant, only fanh endurn. And the 
Human Race, only love can 11ve 
them. But where c., love be toundT 
(S.S. 1971) Alk me about It. U-10-
0AR. 
GALA wlll meet tonight (Thu,.day) 
at 7:30 p.m. Call 728-7189 for room 
number. Come to the fflffllng and 
bring a friend. Help u1 make thll the 
beet year everl SN you there. If you 
want to leave a menage or nNd 
fur1her Information, we have a 
mailbox In the Student Anoclatlon 
office. 
ATTENTION: There are only 23 more 
day1 left to rename the SA Food 
Store. Come In and drop off your 
auggNtlon. The win'* reoelftl '21 
worth of grooart• 
DIVORCED Student? Two graduate 
1tudent1 facllltatlng 1horl term 
auppor1 group for divorced 1tudent1. 
Commencn mid-January. More 
Info: 722-7520. Alk for Harold. 
NEED LEGAL ADVICE? SA 11 
1pon1orlng frN, confldentlal legal 
aid counnllng 7:00 p.m. Thur. nlghtl 
In the Student Activity Center 
(acro11 from Kirby de1k). For more 
Into or appt. call 728-7179. 
ATTENTION: AH thoae who are 
participating In the Winier Carnival 
BHrd ContNt, plene come to Kirby 
Lounge on Friday, January I at 11 :00 
for a group picture for the StatNman. 
IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI ReHarch 
catalog-308 pa9H-10,278 de1crlptlve 
ll1tlng1-Ru1h $1 (refundable). Box 
25097C, Lo1 Angeln, CA 90025. 
(213)477-8228. 
SARAH-I don't think I can ''" 
another week without your body-
MICHELLE-Yacatlon w• unbe•· 
ably long without your radiant amlle 
to brighten up my dayl 
"ILIM WHITMAN 18 IACK" 
Appearing aoon In hll HCOnd llve 
performance at Cok• B• and 
Lounge tor the New Year•, 
continuation celebration. Man-
agerlal Staff. 
UMD DARTS CLUI. 111 meeting of 
the Y•• la at ID MOYIII•, TONIGHT 
at 1:00. Newcomer9 welcome. We're 
frlendlr. IYOI 
WHATS there to do In Duluth during 
the winter? PLENTYII Find out more 
at the Winter ActlvlUN Fair In the 
Kirby Ballroom next Wedn•day. 
Mualc, food. frff umplN and morel! 
TO Conaervatlve Heteroaexual. 
Thank you for your letter of auppor1 
and wlah• tor our continued good 
luck. May the New Year bring you 
happlnNI and the courege to eland 
up for what you know II right GALA. 
LALIE: Glad to lff you back In action 
again-gotta watch lhoH chal,. at 
Grarnma'1II Nice feel. Say hi to Kevin, 
I mean TOM. WIid paJama party on 
the couch. Love, Pinky P.J.'1 and 
Sllnky P.J.'1 
THE Grandview Ave. Bar 11 open thl1 
Friday to celebrate • late New YHr'I 
Eve. Come one, come all and enJoy 
the fun. 
FREE Unlverclty CREATIVE 
WAITING WORKSHOP wlll be held 
Monday night, Jan. 12, and every 
other Monday lherHfler. It 1tarll at 
7:00 p.m. Anyone not Involved laat 
quarter-thl1 11 your chance. Sign up 
atFrNU. 
GO FISHI an~ do It effectively. Sign 
up for Flahlng StNlhHd Along the 
Northahore. A couple of experienced 
angl.,. WIii tHch. TuNday night,. 
Sign up at the Free U. 
MARTl ••. "Well, If lt'1 not a per1onal 
quNtlon, Are you a Virgin?" Alway, 
look on the bright 1lde of "Life"! 
Dlahwater Blondle. 
FEEL Ilk• 1howlng the reat of the 
world how 1mart you are? Get 3 
othe,. and sign up a COLLEGE 
BOWL team. Call 721-7111 for 
detalla. 
ABORTION, a woman'• choice. 
Confldentlal famlly plannlng and 
counaellng nrvlcH; all age• 1erved. 
Mldwe11 Health Center for Women, a 
non-profit Mpl1. organization. 812-332-
2311. 
f?DOl·N·fJiU 
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Ready 
to teach 
· home · 
e nursing, 
firstaid, 
parenting, 
childcare, 
. water 
safety, 
CPR. 
Red Cross: 
Ready for a new century. 
+ 
1181 
The ,._eW * 
~aalei 
* Club 
Live Rock Music 
7 nights R week 
Large New game room 
* Monday,* 
* Keg Night 
Tuesday,* 
Ladies Niaht 
2 for 1 6-9pm 
BANDS 
* 41'"ChlV,P. 
THAU. SAT., Jan 10th 
*l3r-onx Zoo 
Jan. 1 3th - 1 8th 
***************•*•*********-
5 -<OP \l'lf o• 
Vizza & 18eer Specials 
Tombstone pizza $269 pepperoni 
sausage 
M!ller Beer 
6 packs · 
12 packs 
and Lite 
22 oz. 
at special LOW, 
LOW prices! 
"" 
